CAZADERO ALL CAMP CHOIR
Rachel Nachison, Conductor
San Jose State University

You’ve Got a Friend in Me
Music and Lyrics by Randy Newman
arr. Mac Huff

Flying Free
Words and Music by Don Besig

Somewhere Over the Rainbow/What a Wonderful World
Arranged by Israel Kamakawiwo’ole
transcribed and edited by
Rachel Nachison and Camille Sherman

CAZADERO PIANO PROGRAM
Danielle DiDonato, Director
San Francisco State University

Irish Wedding March
Cowboy Song
Madsen Sparler
The Little Horseman
The Doll’s Burial
Isaiah Hammer
Pure White Hada
Harry Bernholz, Guzheng
Aria from the Pearl Fishers
Harry Bernholz, piano
Pizzicato Polka
Snake Charmer
Spencer Pahlavan
Butterflies
Olivia Petty
Allegretto
Olivia Petty, primo Julia Tucker, secondo
Andante grazioso, from Album for Children
Tessa Ferrall
The Bicycle
Tessa Ferrall, primo Camille Sherman, secondo
Somewhere Over the Rainbow
Morning Prayer
Aidan Price
La Muette
Allegretto con moto
Audrey Hirsch
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CAZADERO CONCERT BAND
Larry B Colón, Conductor
De la Salle High School, Concord

Crystal Moon
Aztalan (City of Mystery)
Joy
Arabian Dances
The Great Escape March

CAZADERO STRING ORCHESTRA
Mary Dougherty, Conductor
Berkeley Public Schools

Three Kabalesky Dances
arr. Harry Alshin
1. Polka
2. Waltz
3. A Galop
Moonlight Tango
Blue Ridge Boogie
Can-Can
(from Orpheus in the Underworld)

CAZADERO JAZZ IMPROVISATION CLASS
Joe Mazzaferro, Director
University of the Pacific

Birk’s Works
Power Outage

CAZADERO MUSIC CAMP
2011 Young Musicians Session Concert
Saturday June 25, 2011
2011 CAZADERO MUSIC CAMP
MIDDLE SCHOOL SESSION CONCERT
Sunday July 3, 2011

CAZADERO ALL CAMP CHOIR
Liz Mazzaferro, Conductor
Sacred Heart Elementary School, Sacramento
Tuimbe (Let There Be Music)  David Waggoner
Blackbird  Lennon & McCartney
Shine Your Light  Greg Gilpin

CAZADERO GUITAR PROGRAM
Kevin Dee, Director
University of California, Santa Cruz
Bewitched  Rodgers & Hart
Andantino, from Op. 80  Joseph Küffner

CAZADERO PIANO PROGRAM
Danielle DiDonato, Director
San Francisco State University
Mickey Mouse  M. Scmitz
Anthony Nechayev
Minuet in G #2  J. S. Bach
Sammy Williams
Spring Waltz  F. Spindler
Allegro  S. Suzuki
Allegro, from Album for Children  Bela Bartók
Lydia Brice
Sarabande #1 in A Major  Johannes Brahms
Izzy Shulman
Poco Allegretto, from Album for Children  Bela Bartók
Beach Buggy Boogie  Martha Miller
Tioga Benner
Neapolitan Dance  P. I. Tchaikovsky
Pieter Derksen
Allegro, from Twelve Easy Pieces  F. J. Haydn
Phoebe Greene
Consolation #2  Franz Liszt
Kian Broder-Wang

CAZADERO JAZZ ENSEMBLE
Joe Mazzaferro, Director
University of the Pacific
Doin’ the Zoo  Mike Dana
Sack of Woe  Nat Adderly
Jada  arr. Dave Mills
Latin Impression  Oliver Nelson
Joe Mazzaferro

CAZADERO ORCHESTRA
Doris Fukawa, Conductor
Crowden School, Berkeley
Symphony No. 4: Allegro  William Boyce
Jupiter, from The Planets  Gustav Holst
arr. V. Leidig
Berceuse and Finale, from Firebird  Igor Stravinsky
arr. M. Isaac

CAZADERO CONCERT BAND
Aaron Smith, Conductor
Monterey Trail High School, Elk Grove
Fanfare, Ode & Festival  Bob Margolis
after Claude Gervaise
The Bonsai Tree  Julie Giroux
Old Churches  Micahel Colgrass
Fire Dance  David Shaffer
Nobles of the Mystic Shrine  John Philip Sousa
arr. Jack Bullock
2011 CAZADERO MUSIC CAMP
MIDDLE SCHOOL SESSION CONCERT
Saturday July 9, 2011

CAZADERO ALL CAMP CHOIR
Stafford Hebert, Conductor
Sheldon High School

Antiphonal Alleluia
Traditional Latin Text
Music by John Leavitt

Morning
Text by Emily Dickinson
Music by Janet Gardner

The Happy Wanderer
Text by Antonia Ridge
Music by Friedrich Moller

CAZADERO PIANO PROGRAM
Danielle DiDonato, Director
San Francisco State University

Allegretto
Albert Biehl
Niko Vavloukis
Marionettes Espagnoles, op. 39
Sammy Williams
The Easy Winners
Twyla Silva, primo Camille Sherman, secondo
Scott Joplin
At Gellert’s Grave
Sean Sarti
Romanza
L. van Beethoven
Hope told a flattering tale
Isabel Dietrich, violin Elena Dietrich, piano
Venetian Gondola Song, op. 30 no. 6
Anthony Nechayev
La Paloma (The Dove)
Chloe Whipple, primo Danielle DiDonato, secondo
arr. M. B. Davison
Allegro
Fanya Imholz
Song of the Lark, op. 39 no. 22
Pieter Derksen
Golliwog’s Cakewalk
Elena Dietrich

CAZADERO JAZZ ENSEMBLE
Bobby Rogers, Conductor
Pioneer High School, Woodland

Absolutely Positively
Gregory Yasinitsky
Sonnymoon for Two
Sonny Rollins
Over the Rainbow
Harold Arlen & E. Y. Harburg
Mas Que Nada
Sergio Mendez

CAZADERO STRING ORCHESTRA
Michael D. Stone, Conductor
Bakersfield City School District

El Toro
Don Brubaker
Three Scenes from a Green Valley
William G. Harbinsion
I. The Winds on Big Hill
II. The Chapel on Nettle Knob
III. Gaston’s Gigue
Tango d’Amour
Susan H. Day
Kinetic Energy
Larry Clark

CAZADERO CONCERT BAND
Steve Ernest, Conductor
Heritage High School, Brentwood

Impact
Sean O’Loughlin
March from Early America
William Rhoads
Slumdog Millionaire
arr. Jay Bocook
Rampage
Todd Stalter
2011 CAZADERO MUSIC CAMP
JUNIOR HIGH SESSION CONCERT
Sunday July 17, 2011

CAZADERO GUITAR ENSEMBLES
Kevin Dee, Director
University of California, Santa Cruz

Minuet I from Cello Suite No. 1
J. S. Bach, arr. Yates
Antoine Laroche-Nantel

Prelude No. 1 in A minor
Stanley Yates
Dominique Cruz

Arpeggio Study No. 3, from Op. 59
Matteo Carcassi
Brian Hingerty

Sarabande from Cello Suite No. 3
J. S. Bach, arr. Yates
Max Demos

Folk Song
Aaron Shearer
Dominique Cruz, Brian Hingerty

25 Sonatinas for Two Guitars
Joseph Kuffner
#20: Walzer; #21: Ländler; #23: Marcia
Max Demos, Antoine Laroche-Nantel

Aria and Chorus of the Priests
W. A. Mozart, arr. Tony Kaye
Brian Hingerty, Max Demos, Antoine Laroche-Nantel, Dominique Cruz

CAZADERO PIANO PROGRAM
Danielle DiDonato, Director
San Francisco State University

Bagatelle No. 1, Op. 119
L. van Beethoven
Evie Johnson

Romanze, from Kinderstücke
Reinhold Glück
Emma Schweiger

Consolation No. 1
Franz Liszt
Ivan Alkhavanov

Prelude in E minor, Op. 28 No. 4
Frédéric Chopin
Sam Witte

La Valse d’Amélie
Yann Tieksen
Elena Wiedlin

Sinfonia 10, BWV 796
Claude Debussy
Raphaëlle Laroche-Nantel

The Little Shepherd
J. S. Bach
Darya Saverhaft

The Dying Swan
Louis Moreau Gottschalk
Eden Herzog

Giga from Partita No. 1, BWV 825
J. S. Bach
Katie Berger

Rags to Riches
Kevin Olson
Alexandra Sasse, primo
Camille Sherman, secondo

CAZADERO JAZZ ENSEMBLE
Bob Athayde, Conductor
Stanley Middle School, Lafayette

Trickle Down Shuffle
Frank Mantooth
Cole Porter, arr. Sammy Nestico

Easy to Love
Kenny Dorham, arr. Paul Murtha

Una Mas
Dixon & Henderson, arr. Mark Taylor

Bye, Bye Blackbird
Matt Harris

Give It Up

CAZADERO ORCHESTRA
Gerald Willis, Conductor
Reno High School, Nevada

Carnival of the Animals
Camille Saint-Saëns
Transcribed by S. Rosenhaus & C. Nieweg; additional music by Gerald Willis
Poetry by Ogden Nash; additional poetry by Ellen Jean Winograd

I. Introduction and March of the Lion

II. Turtles

III. Elephants

IV. Kangaroos

V. Aquarium

VI. The Cuckoo Deep in the Forest

VII. Caz Crows and Singing Birds

VIII. Fossils

IX. Dog Bear

X. Swans

XI. Finale

CAZADERO CONCERT BAND
Eric Hammer, Conductor
University of the Pacific

Onward!
Gary Gilroy
Charles Carter

Overture in a Classical Style
Robert Sheldon

West Highlands Sojourn

I. Stow-on-the-Wold

II. Bradford Ballet

III. On Derwentwater

Prelude and Primal Dance
Ed Huckeby
CAZADERO GUITAR PROGRAM
Kevin Dee, Director
Oberlin Conservatory of Music

Gelobet seist du, Jesu Christ
J. S. Bach
Max Demos, Antoine Laroche-Nantel, Dominique Cruz,
Brian Hingerty, Kevin Dee

Sarabande, from Cello Suite No. 2
Max Demos

Minuet II from Cello Suite No. 1
Antoine Laroche-Nantel

Arpeggio Study No. 2 in A
Mateo Carcassi

Etude No. 1
Brian Hingerty

25 Sonatas for Two Guitars
Joseph Kuffner
1. Andantino
2. Andantino
Brian Hingerty, Dominique Cruz

Concerto in A Minor
Antonio Vivaldi
Il. Largo
Max Demos, Antoine Laroche-Nantel, Kevin Dee

CAZADERO PIANO PROGRAM
Danielle DiDonato, Director
San Francisco State University

Aubade, from Album des Enfants
Cecile Chaminade

Minuet in G minor
Joshua Sparler

Ivan Sings, from Children’s Pieces
Ivan Alikhanov

Intermezzo, op. 118
Johannes Brahms

Fuga 2, à3 in C minor from The Well Temered Klavier
Danya Sauerhaft

CAZADERO JAZZ ENSEMBLE
Brian Kendrick, Conductor
San Joaquin Delta College

Blue Bossa
Kenny Dorham, arr. Mark Taylor

Impressions
John Coltrane arr. Mark Taylor

Goodbye My Heart
Mike Smukal

Papa’s Got a Brand New Bag
James Brown arr. Mark Taylor

CAZADERO ORCHESTRA
Cheryl Yee Glass, Conductor
San Ramon Valley High School

William Tell Overture
Gioachino Rossini, arr. Jerry Lehmeier

Danse Infernal, from Firebird Suite
Igor Stravinsky, arr. Merle Isaac

Finale from Symphony No. 5
L. van Beethoven, arr. Vernon Leidig

2011 CAZADERO HONOREE: JOAN MURRAY

CAZADERO CONCERT BAND
Dr. Andy Collinsworth, Conductor
Sonoma State University

Mystic Portal
Sean O’Laughlin

Horkstow Grange, from Lincolnshire Posy
Percy Grainger
Adapted by Michael Sweeney

Spoon River
Percy Grainger, arr. Robert Sheldon

Amen!
Frank Ticheli

Rolling Thunder
Henry Fillmore, arr. Calvin Custer

2011 CAZADERO MUSIC CAMP
JUNIOR HIGH SESSION CONCERT
Saturday July 23, 2011
2011 CAZADERO MUSIC CAMP
HIGH SCHOOL SESSION CONCERT
Sunday July 31, 2011

CAZADERO GUITAR PROGRAM
Kevin Dee, Director
Oberlin Conservatory

Pass’e Mezzo
I. Moderato molto
Saltarello
Jessica Kallen, Julia Rolnick, Christopher Nicas
Sarabande from Cello Suite No. 1
J. S. Bach, arr. Yates
Jessica Kallen
Andante in G
Julia Rolnick
Drei Märchenbilder, aus der Oper Pollicino
I. Pastorale
II. Arieta
III. Notturno
Jessica Kallen, Kevin Dee
Andante con moto
Marsch
Deutscher Tanz
Jessica Kallen, Julia Rolnick, Christopher Nicas

CAZADERO PIANO PROGRAM
Danielle DiDonato, Director
San Francisco State University

Solfeggio in C minor
Rocky Kamen-Rubio
Claire de Lune
Emma Rose Wirshing
Gymnopedie No. 1
Anna Shampain
Doctor Gradus ad Parnassum
David Hunt
Songs Without Words, Op. 62
No. 28, Allegro con anima
Natalie Jones
Nocturne, Op. 72 No. 1
Taylor Lee

CAZADERO ORCHESTRA
Dr. Cyrus Ginwala, Conductor
San Francisco State University

Symphony No. 2
III. Allegretto Grazioso (Quasi Andantino); Presto, ma non assai
IV. Allegro con spinto
Overture to Russlan and Ludmilla
Mikhail Glinka

CAZADERO JAZZ ENSEMBLE
Dr. Aaron Lington, Conductor
San Jose State University

Hay Burner
Belly
Boy Meets Horn
Meetin’ Time
Wiggle Walk

CAZADERO CONCERT BAND
John F. Maltester, Conductor
Los Medanos College, Emeritus

Gavorkna Fanfare
Jack Stamp
Symphony on Themes of John Philip Sousa
II. after The Thunderer
Bayou Breakdown
Brant Karrick
His Honor March
Henry Fillmore, ed. Fennell

2011 CAZADERO HONOREE: KRIS BELL
### CAZADERO GUITAR ENSEMBLES
Kevin Dee, Director  
**Oberlin Conservatory**

- Deutscher Tanz  
  W. A. Mozart, arr. Bruno Henze
- *Christopher Nicas, Julia Rolnick, Jessica Kalen, Tony Kaye, Kevin Dee*
- Study in A minor  
  *Fernando Carulli*
- Capriccio Arabe  
  *Francisco Tarrega*
- Dance of the Sugar Plum Fairy  
  P. I. Tchaikovsky, arr. Laurindo Almeida
- Sinfonia  
  *Christopher Nicas, Julia Rolnick, Jessica Kalen, Tony Kaye, Kevin Dee*

### CAZADERO PIANO ENSEMBLES
Danielle DiDonato, Director  
**San Francisco State University**

- Morgenstimmung  
  *Edvard Grieg*
- *Shaleah Feinstein, violin  
  Taylor Lee, piano*
- 12 Easy Pieces, No. 1  
  *F. J. Haydn*
- *Natalie Jones*
- Four Waltzes  
  *Dmitri Shostakovich*
  - Waltz No. 3  
    *Natalie Kucirek, flute  
    Carrie Johnson, clarinet  
    *Emma Rose Wirshing, piano*
  - Waltz #4, “Charmaine”  
    *Natalie Kucirek, flute  
    Carrie Johnson, clarinet  
    *Rocky Kamen Rubio, piano*
  - Rondo in C, W.o.O. 48  
    *Anna Shampain*
  - Ma Mère l’Oye  
    *Maurice Ravel*
    - Pavane de la Belle au bois dormant  
      *Anna Shampain, primo  
      Taylor Lee, secondo*
    - Petit Poucet  
      *Natalie Jones, primo  
      *Emma Rose Wirshing, secondo*
    - Laideronette, Impératrice des Pagodes  
      *David Hunt, primo  
      *Rocky Kamen Rubio, secondo*